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The effort to be continues to unfold its intricacies. My upbringing encouraged consistent 
questioning of who I am and why I am here. These questions became places to come back to 
when life became complex and hard to understand. While I always knew I was an artist, partly 
because it was the etcetera category and partly because I was skilled at drawing and making, I 
turned to biology for my undergraduate education. I wanted to learn about why we are the way 
we are. I wanted to learn about the mind, but in relationship to the body, and about people, but in 
relationship to their environment and other life on earth. I wanted to start at the beginning, with 
what we consider physical reality. Alongside and since, I studied somatic practices and 
architecture as ways of being in the body and surrounding the body with intentional 
environments. My artistic practice developed out of these questions and as it strengthened and 
clarified, I learned of other artists thinking similarly to me. While I cannot write about them all 
here, I must acknowledge the posthumanist sentiment embedded in the effort of understanding 
and working with materials through an artistic lens. So many artists have been scientists, learning 
about physicality by engaging with it and letting it speak for itself. 
 
Chapter 1: The Body from the Inside 
 
 




We look at living beings but we cannot see inside them. Humans have developed many 
techniques to perceive life’s interiors. We cut open cadavers, take parts out for biopsies or 
microscopes. We irradiate the body with x-rays, CTscans, or use magnetic resonance to produce 
images of bones, or map water and fat. We use soundwaves for ultrasound images and swallow 
video cameras the size of pills. We attach electrodes to skin and trace electrical waves in nervous 
systems. Still, the mystery of each other persists. We read facial expressions, body language, 
articulations and vocal tones. We interpret creative expression, preferences, and chosen symbols. 
But opacities confront our desire to know and understand. Symptoms of denial include 
objectification and alienation of that with which we do not relate. We struggle on myriad social 
levels with the incomprehensibility of the other and our commanding but unexplained experience 
of self. 
In the effort to see and include the whole of livingness, much requires reinspection. 
Attitudes to perceiving and relating to the other, assumed capacities for knowing, and dualisms 
like objective/subjective, inner/outer, animate/inanimate must be reconsidered. Not needing 
scientific tools, the artist can research with their body, a complex organism that absorbs, 
metabolizes, and integrates unknown quantities and qualities from its environment, consciously 
and unconsciously. The body becomes a filter. The skin, a permeable membrane, transports that 
which is outside to the inside and vice versa. Cohesive forms made of skin, organ, tissue and cell 
membranes embody physicalized knowledge. Morphology defines the entity, formed by intricate 
activities of sensitive and constant acclimations, adjustments, and accommodations to the 
environment.  
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Anatomy cannot be separated from experience. Physicality conforms with emotion. Cells 
respond to social influences affecting energy manufacture, life cycle, and the conformation of 
extensive epigenetic apparatuses that moderate genome transcription. When laboratory 
conditions do not reflect the actuality of livingness, what observation avoids editing or 
manipulating reality? What research includes life’s slippery in-betweens? 
Ancient practices regard the self as both subject and object. When regarding self as other, 
self observation becomes a vehicle to knowledge.  Observing direct information from the body is 
non-verbal, sense-based, and experience rich (Fig.1). The body becomes a teacher. When 
allowed to lead, its movement defines perception in response to sense. “The body does not, I 
would almost say cannot, lie.”   Observation without mental interpretation conveys something 1
true and real that speaks inside formations of the body.   2
 
Fig. 1 A Feldenkrais student 
1 ​Mary Whitehouse in Johnson (1995) 
2 ​Halprin (1995), Hay (2003), Shusterman (2012) on the origins and development of somatics 
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Many contemporary academics deconstruct twentieth century constructivist and 
representationalist ideologies. In physics, quantum indeterminacy taught us that nature and the 
observer react to each other coexistently. In medicine, we learned that health depends on 
emotional and social factors. We see that isolating life-forms from feelings, history, context or 
habitats changes the outcome when studying them.  Environmental elements prove critical in 3
understanding our own anatomy and psychology. To observe reality, we must return to the 
sensory empirical and incorporate the not yet known or understood.​ ​With practice, method, and 
technique, coexistence of subject and object develops, bringing about a different kind of truth: A 
non-speculative, non-theoretical, direct correspondence to what is; a performative and embodied 
knowledge. 
Performance for the performer is a collapse of the subject/object dichotomy. The 
audience of the performer witnesses this collapse.  Somatic art-making includes rather than 4
separates experimenter from experiment in the study of life, ​bio-logia​. Content opens upon 
viewing. Actualities mutate borders and skins. Reports emerge from direct material transfer.  
 
Scientific knowledge, which we have removed from an inspiring or supernatural dream 
of  revelation, can today reveal itself as ‘poetic listening’ to nature and its processes, a 
means that is available for production and invention in an open, productive and creative 
world. The time has come for new pacts with nature - pacts which we have entered into 
with nature since heathen times, but have since forgotten - pacts between human history, 




3 ​Aronowitz (1988), Barad, (2003), de Certeau (1988), Foucault (1972), Stengers (2010)  
4 ​ ​Marshall (2007),  Barad (2007), Shusterman (2012), Sullivan (2006) 
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Chapter 2: Sculpture and Installation Activating Embodiment 
For my thesis exhibition, I produced sculpture, video, and paintings that interact and 
visually merge with one another. A performative presence absorbs the viewer. I hoped for a 
palpable shift in environmental qualities, shifting the feeling of the space through color, 
mirroring of form, and evidence of the process. Moving through the space, the viewer discovers 
varying frames, windows, and perspectives. The sculptural works, painted characters, and 
viewers coexist within the space, encountering it through their different lenses. 
Artists Olafur Eliasson and Carsten Höller also create works that focus on the somatic, 
the related, and the environmentally inclusive.  In Eliasson’s ​The Weather Project​, an enormous 5
sun-like disc glows orange through fog (Fig. 2). Visitors encounter not only a heightened 
experience of simulated nature but themselves in the act of perceiving via a mirror-coated 
ceiling. Of Eliasson’s ​Waterfalls​, Jerry Salz said,  “Eliasson’s falls aren’t about spectacle. 
They’re like still centers that put you in touch with the physical world around you…” Through 
physicality and perceptive shifts, the visitor meets self-reflection and embodiment.   6
5 ​Bukdahl (2015), Shusterman, (2012)  
6 ​Bukdahl (2015) 
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Fig. 2 Olafur Eliasson, ​The Weather Project 
Combining art and science, Carsten Höller prioritizes corporeal relationships between 
viewer and work. He invents situations heightening embodied perception and calls experience 
“raw material.” In ​Test Site, ​participants hurtle through massive slides, engaging in a physically 
and psychologically intense experience (Fig. 3). In ​Giant Triple Mushroom,​ he installed an 
enormous mushroom near to trees outside​. ​Its size, by relativity, shrunk viewers to a third the 
size of a mushroom. He says of his sculptures, “they offer the possibility of unique inner 
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experiences that can be used for the exploration of the self.” He suggests that the presence of a 
synthetically simulated object can have transformative effects on bodily experience. The formed 
body stands in our world with us and we confront it, confronting being .  7
 
Fig. 3 Carston Höller, ​Test Site  
Huma Bhabha sculpts haunting and powerfully present figures. She follows an instinctual 
process using styrofoam, cork, plastic, wood, and other such discarded materials. Repeated 
layering and manipulations of tar and paint produces grotesque beings born from both the artist’s 
physical and emotional struggle and the world’s physical and emotional refuse. Conditions of 
stress imbue both process and product with material performance. Bhabha describes her process 
as “hover[ing] between abstraction and figuration” and notes that over her career, her sculptures 
evolved from vaguely biomorphic into more and more humanoid, as if they were organisms 
7 ​Bukdahl (2015) 
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aspiring to higher forms of life.  Her narrative of their existence indicates that they live 8
autonomously with her role becoming that of a guide or vessel. 
Rather than purely a visual beholding, artworks can indicate the body either through 
presence or through enveloping environments that activate multi-sensory relationships between 
viewer and art. Through strength of presence and vague familiarities in associative form, the 
viewer begins to treat the inanimate as animate, the indisposed material comes alive. The artifact 
reveals identity through its form, the trace of its becoming. Its identity ​is​ its becoming. As 
viewers, we access the somatic experience of another body through our own. We recognize the 
inner experience of the other when it mirrors in our own inner experience. Like with anthills, 
trees, buildings, and stalagmites, we see traces of search in built evidence of investigations, 
patience, and longing. We feel prodding, winding, seepage of liquids, and gurgling of slips when 
we regard evidence of it.  A bodily narrative of emergence, desires, needs, yearnings, and hopes 
become the  sculpture’s archeology, its evolutionary journey (Fig. 5). 
8 ​Stillman (2010), Bowen (2019) 
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Fig. 4 Huma Bhabha, ​Sell the House​, 2006, Mixed Media, 139.7 x 96.5 x 71.1cm 
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Fig. 5 Huma Bhabha, ​Man of No Importance, ​2006 
My sculptures guide me in pulling animus out from common materials. By listening 
attentively to the relationship between my body and the sculpture, and by following the subtle 
cues of their in-betweens, I ask the materials what this moment requires. The morphology of the 
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sculpture sequentially grows to become itself, part by part. I respond when its requests seem 
imperative, unable to exist any other way.  The sculpture sheds its pre-existing materiality to 
stand up, to vocalize, to become more alive, more awake, more primed for the unknown. I follow 
the rules of nature honoring materials we manufacture, break, and forget. The histories of the 
material acquire and accumulate, growing into a still yet suspended present being that can live in 
rooms with us. 
For tens of thousands of years before fine art, we believed the object was a being. A 
carved stone figure did not carry or evoke a dead soul, it ​was​ the dead soul. “Animism is thus not 
a belief in inert objects ‘having’ a soul, it is a way of knowing by way of subjectification - a 
practice that ​accounts​ for the primacy of communication and relationality, and the designs that 
things have on us.”  ​Often, objects serve and exist for us. When no longer useful, the 9
instrumentalized, and objectified disappear. Really, objects co-exist with us, informing us of a 
subjectivity, a piece of our reality. Their beingness can be determined by our sense of them. With 
more attention, they gain more being. 
 
Chapter 3: Interstices Installation and Performative Practice 
 My sculptures develop from small to large, part by part, like the parts of the body, 
smaller elements make a whole, led by innate knowledge of a phantom finality.  It appears as a 
lifeform but oscillates through identification - a molecule, a meteor, vine, root, or coral. Its 
unidentifiable livingness reduces lifeform into a distillation of itself, the look of life.  
9 ​Anselm Franke in Braddock (2017) 8 
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Fig 6. ​Winding Pathways ​and ​Skin Windows​, 2020, Acrylic on paper, foams, plasters, 




I began creating Winding Pathways and Skin Windows (Fig. 6) using packaging 
styrofoam of the food, clothing, and household items I ordered during the Covid-19 
quarantine. They protected the items I needed to sustain my body while in transport, 
therefore part of my own body’s story of becoming. Because of having to move from my 
studio into a tiny working space, they became the only leftover materials around. As with 
all found and discarded materials, they contribute their material connections to the 
sculpture’s purpose of being. Their use in the sculpture enacts a phagocytosis: The 
sculpture collects its symbiotic counterparts to become an ecology of elements living in a 
whole. The receipts of the ordered items, plus receipts I made myself by drawing 
“records of transactions,” became the skin-like coating around the styrofoam. The receipt 
paper has a translucent and adhesive quality that responds supplely to forms it wraps 
around without hiding them. My drawn receipts became like scars, pimples, or tattoos on 
bodies, records of something happening to them at some point in the past (Fig. 7).  
Textural and color shifts in the sculptures recall the different tissues of the body. 
The tinted varnish washes over the surface seem like the oils on skin or a water-bound 
life form or inside the aqueous bodily interior. Delicate and hardly seen projections create 
subtly shifting glows on the surfaces of the glossy sculptures, their sonic whir adding to 
the patient proceedings of the space. An intangible material, the glowing projected image 
offers heightened acknowledgement of the many intangible physicals creating artifacts 
and our own bodies (Fig. 8). The translucencies recall our skin, still able to soak up light. 
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Fig. 7 ​Skin Windows (​detail), 2020, Acrylic on paper, foams, plasters, textiles, wood, sand with 
concrete, projector and video, 115” x 40” x 30” 
 
 
Fig. 8 ​Skin Windows (​detail), 2020, Acrylic on paper, foams, plasters, textiles, wood, sand with 
concrete, projector and video, 115” x 40” x 30” 
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The alignment of openings in the sculptures, their form and color corresponds to elements 
in the surrounding environment and reveal according to the position of the viewer (Fig. 9). 
Moments of framed translucencies, linearly outlined spaces, and crevassed areas allow air, light, 
sound, and the viewer's eye to move through like bodily membranes. Surface additions act like 
receptors, growths, warts on membranes such as skin, helping to increase transference from 
inside to outside. Working on these sculptures during the time of the Coronavirus, I felt that I 
was getting to know the virus as another being on earth with its own needs interacting in the 
world of our bodies. It lands on the surfaces of our cells and opens their membranes to cross. Our 
bodies are full of this cross-species interaction and this pandemic brought it to the forefront of 
our attention. Our balance with the bacterial and viral world that we take so for granted revealed 
itself through its upset. With my work, I hoped to magnify the sensibility of relationship and 
undulating homeostasis. 
In installation, the viewer’s eye rests on different elements, piecing together associations, 
function and reason for existing. By doing so, they encounter an actuality of hard to imagine 
existence, one that abides by the same earthly rules they do, and is now entangled in their reality. 
Elements in the sculpture’s environment fortify, reiterate, and multiply the sense of objects of 
agency as well as absorbing the visitor into a sameness. The air, colored by paintings covering 
walls,  contributes to a distinct environment, notable when walking through the doorway 
(Fig.10). The warmth combines with a sense of relaxation, of being held, now participating in the 
same container that holds sculpted living beings in their rested suspension, still ready for their 
next step. The paintings depict witnesses, characters that mirror and agree, made of gestural lines 
that weave around and through the visual lines of the sculptures. The floors are swept up into the 
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works themselves through concrete blobs and cones and planted heaps. Walls and floors become 
animate players by manifesting as a bulbous polyps interspersed (Fig. 12 & 13). 
 
Fig. 9 Installation view of ​Ingestives​ through spaces in ​Winding Pathways 
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Fig. 11 ​Polyp of concrete, ​2020, fabric and concrete, 13” x 12” x 14” 
 
Fig. 12 ​Polyp of plaster on the wall​, 2020, fabric and hydrocal, 16” x 13” x 14” 
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The paintings strengthen a sense of internal, body-based making. Space in an image 
escapes physical laws. The rectangular distinct profile of the substrate holds each painting’s 
world distinct, allowing for multiplying of worlds, windows, and as an internal space, 
experiences. As I draw, the line travels across the surface in front of my hand and I follow 
blindly. On the border of abstract and surreal, a scene clarifies to an extent - often in a 
non-specific, gravity-less environment (Fig. 13). The lines of my paintings are like trails, 
mysterious indexical pathways defined by unconscious yet binding instinctual knowledge. They 
end up describing tangled and trapped bodies dealing with their awkward existence, trying to 
free themselves or to reach across impossible divides. Strange companions talk to them, pull 
them or give them things but it never seems entirely graceful or successful. They float around in 
an undifferentiated world of the internal with nothing too solid or permanent.  
As the intermediary between my body and the viewer’s body, the work becomes the 
medium. I place the active role within it. The discarded and collected materials that compose this 
built body describe what it’s life has become about, it’s reason for being. It twists and tenses, 
loses balance, opens, flourishes and weakens. The sculpture’s both familiar and unrecognizable 
identity becomes a distillation of life form. It poses in an inner state that reflects and refracts into 
the surrounding space. Its presence becomes a call to attention; its atmosphere an entity in itself 
“rather than aesthetic by-products.”  The inanimate object when related to as alive shakes 10
“stubborn binary systems of difference, including dynamism/stasis, life/death, subject/object, 
speech/nonspeech, human/animal, natural body/cyborg.”  The inorganic is not dead. The object 11
is its own subject. 
10 ​Braddock (2017) 
11 ​Mel Chen in Braddock (2017) 13  
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Fig. 13 ​Airbourne Bottom Feeder, ​2020, oil on canvas, 78” x 66” 
 
In Visual Organs, the art material, the artist, and the artwork collapse and rearrange. 
Their internals flip to their externals, their windows and pores dilate, their lines, tubes and hairs 
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transport. The paste on the sculpture appears on the artist’s face as their face attempts to know 
itself. The hand with its cilia or dendrite-like fingers moves as if also unknowing of itself, 
becoming aware of its identity through self- observation. Cilia, dendrites, or receptors appear on 
the surface of the sculptural frame. The shirt from the artist’s back becomes plastered onto the 
sculpture’s back. The string dances like the fingers, an inanimate basic material taking its first 
steps into animation. The piece connects to the wall with a power cord that looks like a bodily 
tube, transporting energy from one place to another. The string, the fingers, and the tubes both in 
the endoscopy footage and the power cord mirror the gestural lines within the paintings and 




It may seem perverse, unimportant, or meaningless, to attribute memory to an inanimate 
happening, but that speaks of a failure of imagination that gets stuck at the threshold of 
one of the most stubborn of all dualisms - the animate/inanimate dualism - that stops 
animacy cold in its tracks, leaving rocks, molecules, particles, and other inorganic entities 
on the other side of death, of the side of those who are denied even the ability to die, 
despite the fact that particles have finite life-times. Who gets to count as one who has the 
ability to die? A rock, a river, a cloud. The atmosphere, the earth? How about viruses, 
brittlestars and other boundary--crossers? What about the fate of carbon and 
phosphorous? And if these concerns sound silly, why?    - Karen Barad 
 
 
Parts make a whole and no physical being exists independently from others. None are a 
singular purity but rather, a multiplicitous coagulation. The work shifts authority to the 
in-betweens, the membranes, the non-human and supposedly non-conscious. It highlights the 
unseeable, the parts of ourselves and the other that are obscured but define the lived experience. 
It asks to be engaged with as a performative interaction, exercising our weakened muscle for 
23 
relating to the objects around us. The works open up and pry apart the opacity of externals, 
accentuating the windows and spaces in between through which everything flows. Through 







Fig. 14 ​Visual Organs​, 2020,  Acrylic, plasters, foams, textiles, wood with TV monitor and video 
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